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ABSTRACT

Self-Stabilizing Binary Search Tree Maintenance Algorithm

by
Sylvain Ronan Brigant
Dr. Ajoy K. D atta, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Computer Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Binary search tree is one of the most studied data structures. The main application of
the binary search tree is in implementing efficient search operations. A binary search tree
is a special binary tree which satisfies the property that for every processor p in the binary
tree, the values of all the keys in the left subtree of p are smaller than that of p, and the
values of all the keys in the right subtree of p are larger than that of p.
We present a self-stabilizing [Dij74] algorithm to maintain a binary search tree given a
binary tree structure and a sequence of integers as input. This protocol uses neither the
processors identifiers nor the size of the tree but assumes the existence of a distinguished
processor (the root). The algorithm is self-stabilizing, meaning th at starting from an ar
bitrary state, it is guaranteed to reach a legitimate state in a finite number of steps. The
proposed algorithm assures that the set of integers eventually sent to the output environ
ment is a permutation of the integers received from the input environment. The algorithm
stabilizes in 0{hn) time units, where h and n represent the height and size, respectively, of
the tree. The proposed algorithm is aimed at the hardwired binary tree structures where
the topology of the trees cannot be adaptive to the change of the input values, but the
input '.•alucs arc organized v.’ithin a predefined environment .
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Self-Stabilization

The concept of self-stabilization was first introduced by Edsger W. Dijkstra in 1974
[Dij74]. It is now considered to be the most general technique to design a system to tol
erate arbitrary transient faults. A self-stabilizing system guarantees that starting from an
arbitrary state, the system converges to a legal configuration in a finite number of steps
and remains in a legal state until another fault occurs. In a non-self-stabilizing system, the
system designer needs to enumerate the faults, such as link/node failures, that the system
will face, and then must add the corresponding recovery mechanisms. They are usually in
dependent and may cause conflicts. Also, some obscure errors like memory corruption may
be difficult to enumerate. It makes sense that, even if the error occurs rarely in the system,
the networks should recover from those faults autom atically [Var94]. In a large, distributed
system, it is very hard to predict all the faults that may occur. Ideally, a system should
continue its availability by correctly restoring the system state whenever the system exhibits
incorrect behavior due to the occurrence of faults [AG93, Gou98j. The self-stabilizing tech
nique provides a uniform mechanism to deal with not only arbitrary transient faults such
as data, message, and location counter corruption [KP93], but also a variety of fault types
like network congestion and software bugs [LAJ99]. The ability of the system to detect
errors and correct itself without external intervention makes a self-stabilizing system more
reliable, more powerful and more useful than a non-stabilizing system.
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1.2

Binary Search Trees

Binary search tree is defined as a special binary tree which satisfies the property that
for every processor p in the binary tree, the values of all the keys in the left subtree of
p are smaller than that of p, and the values of all the keys in the right subtree of p are
larger than that of p. When dealing with large amounts of information, the linear access
time of most data structures is prohibitive. Binary search trees are a data structure for
which the worst case running time of most operations is 0{log n). Binary search trees are
very useful abstractions in computer science and find many important uses in fields such as
compiler design, evaluation of arithm etic expressions, and the implementation of efficient
search operations.

1.3

Our Contributions

Although many problems have been studied on the tree structures [DolOOj in the area
of self-stabilization, there is not a stabilizing binary search tree algorithm to date. Our
work takes an arbitrary binary tree as input. By arbitrary, we mean that the initial key
values could be such that the tree is not a binary search tree. The presented stabilizing
algorithm eventually produces a binary search tree where the sequence of output values of
the processors is a permutation of the input sequence of integers. The stabilizing time of
the algorithm is 0{hn) time units.

1.4

Outline of the thesis

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the model of
the system used in this work, along with some important definitions. Chapter 3 introduces
the concept of wave schemes which are used throughout this thesis. Chapter 4 presents
the search structure maintenance algorithm, its example, the specification of the problem,
along with the correctness proof of this algorithm. Chapter 5 presents the binary search
tree maintenance algorithm and the correctness proof of the BST Algorithm. Conclusions
and some future research direclious aie discussed in Chapter C.
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CHAPTER 2

MODEL
2.1

Distributed System

A distributed system is an undirected connected graph, S = (V .E ), where V is a set
of nodes (|V| = n) and E is the set of edges.

Nodes represent processors, and edges

represent bidirectional communication links. A communication link (p. q) exists iff p and
q are neighbors. We consider networks which are asynchronous and tree structured. No
processor has any identity except the one. called the ro o t. Every processor p holds exactly
one key value denoted as Kp € Z. In the traditional binary search tree, the key values are
assumed to be unique. But, since this paper deals with the faulty environment, we assume
that the key values may not be unique. We denote the set of leaf and internal processors
by L P and IP , respectively.
The set of neighbors of every processor p is denoted as Np. To simplify the presentation,
we will consider one of the neighbors of processor p (p # ro o t), which is on the path from
the ro o t to p, as the parent of p. We will denote this special neighbor ol p as Pp. We
assume that Froot = -L, where ± indicates the null pointer. The rest of the neighbors of
p will be assumed to compose the set of children, CHp, of p. i.e., CHp = iVp\{Fp}. We
will also denote the left child of p as Lp and the right child of p as Rp. Every processor p
(p ^ LP ) is itself the root of its subtree. We further define the subtree rooted at Lp (Rp
respectively) as p's left subtree (right subtree).
We consider semi-uniform protocols. So, every processor with the same degree executes
the same program, excluding the ro o t. The program consists of a set of shared variables
(henceforth, referred to as

v a r ia b le s )

and a finite set of actions. A processor can only write
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to its own variables and read its own variables and variables owned by the neighboring
processors.

2.2

Program

Each action is of the following form: < label >:: < guard > — ¥ < statement >. The
guard of an action in the program of p is a boolean expression involving the variables of p
and its neighbors. The statement of an action of p updates one or more variables of p. When
p executes a statement, we say that “p executes an action” . An action can be executed
only if its guard evaluates to true. We assume that the actions are atomically executed,
meaning, the evaluation of a guard and the execution of the corresponding statement of an
action, if executed, are done in one atomic step. This model is known as the state model.
The state of a processor is defined by the values of its variables. The state of a system is
the product of the states of all processors

(G

V).

In the sequel, we refer to the state of a processor and system as a (local) state and
configuration, respectively. Let a distributed protocol F be a collection of binary transition
relations denoted by 1-4 . on C. the set of all possible configurations of the system. A com
putation of a protocol F is a maximal sequence of configurations e =

70,71,

..., 7 i , 7 i+ i,....

such that for i > 0 , 71 >-> 7 ,^ .1 (a single computation step) if 7 1 + 1 exists, or 7 , is a terminal
configuration.

Maximality means that the sequence is either infinite, or it is finite and

no action of V is enabled in the final configuration. All computations considered in this
paper are assumed to be maximal. The set of all possible computations of V in system S
is denoted as £.
A processor p is said to be enabled if there exists an action A such that the guard
of A is true. Similarly, an action A is said to be enabled at p if the guard of A is true
at p. We assume an weakly fair and distributed daemon. The weak fairness means that
if a processor p is continuously enabled, then p will be chosen by the daemon in a finite
amount of time. The distributed daemon implies that during a computation step, if one or
more processors are enabled, then the daemon chooses at least one (possibly more) of these
enabled processors to execute an action.
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In order to compute the time complexity measure, we use the definition of round
[DIM97]. This definition captures the execution rate of the slowest processor in any com
putation. Given a computation e, the first round of e (let us call it e') is the minimal prefix
of e containing the execution of one action (an action of the protocol or the disable action)
of every continuously enabled processor from the first configuration. Let e" be the suffix of
e, i.e., e = e'e". The second round of e is the first round of e", and so on.

2.3

Self-Stabilization

Let A’ be a set. x \- P means that an element x € X satisfies the predicate P defined on
the set X . A predicate is non-empty if there exists at least one element th at satisfies the
predicate. We define a special predicate true as follows; for any x Ç X , x h true.
We use the following term, attractor in the definition of self-stabilization.

Definition 2.3.1 (Attractor) Let X and Y be two predicates of a protocol V defined on
C of system S . Y is an attractor for X if and only if the following condition is true:
Vq h X ; Ve € £’q : e = (7 0 , 7i, —) :: 3% > O.Vj > i, 7 j

Y . We denote this relation as

X>Y.

Definition 2.3.2 (Self-stabilization) The protocol V is self-stabilizing fo r the specifica
tion S V p on £ if and only if there exists a predicate Cp (called the legitimacy predicate)
defined on C such that the follovjing conditions hold:
1. 'i a h Cp : Ve € £q :: e h S V p (correctness).
2. true >Cp (closure and convergence).
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CHAPTER 3

WAVE SCHEMES

Our algorithm uses a special propagation of information with feedback scheme, called the
PFC (Propagation of Information with Feedback and Cleaning) [BDPV99]. The PEC scheme [BDPV99]
implements a state optimal and snap-stabilizing Propagation of Information with Feedback
(PIF) scheme [Cha82, Seg83]. Moreover, this scheme is snap-stabilizing, i.e., it guaran
tees that the system always maintains the desirable behavior.

A snap-stabilizing (also

introduced in [BDPV99]) algorithm is also a self-stabilizing algorithm which stabilizes in 0
rounds, i.e., optimal in terms of the worst-case stabilization time. In this section, we give
a quick overview of the PIF scheme and the PFC scheme. For more information on this
scheme, refer to [BDPV99].

3.1

PIF Scheme

Let us quickly review the well-known PIF scheme [Cha82, Seg83] on tree structured
networks. The PIF scheme is the repetition of a PIF cycle consisting of broadcast phase
and feedback phase. The PIF cycle can be informally defined as follows: Starting from
an initial configuration where no message has yet been broadcast, the ro o t initiates the
broadcast phase. The descendants of the ro o t (except the leaf processors) participate in
this phase by forwarding the broadcast message to their descendants. Once the broadcast
phase reaches the leaf processors, since the leaf processors have no descendants, they notify
their parent of the termination of the broadcast phase by initiating the feedback phase.
When every processor, except the ro o t, is done sending the feedback message to its parent,
the ro o t executes a special internal action indicating the termination or completion of the
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current PIF cycle.
3.2

PFC Scheme

Introduced in [BDPV99], the PFC adds a new phase called the cleaning phase to the
PIF scheme. The cleaning phase is initiated by the leaf processors after they initiated the
feedback phase (Figure 3.2(i)). As the feedback phase works its way back to the ro o t,
processors in the tree may participate in their cleaning phase (in parallel with the feedback
phase), provided that they have executed their feedback phase and all their neighbors have
also executed their feedback or cleaning phase (Figure 3.2(ii)). When the feedback phase
reaches the descendants of the ro o t (Figure 3.2(iii)), the ro o t executes its cleaning phase.
The ro o t then waits until all of its descendants are in the cleaning phase (Figure 3.2(iv))
before initiating the next PIF cycle. To make sure that the cleaning phase does not meet
the broadcast phase (i.e., the processors in the cleaning phase do not confuse the processors
in the broadcast phase), a processor can clean its states only if all its neighbors are in the
feedback or cleaning phase.

^

Bro«dcaat

@

Feedback

O

Cleaning

root

root

root

Termination

K cleaning

,

C lean in g

(iv)

Figure 3.2.1: A V!FC Cycle.
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CHAPTER 4

SEARCH STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE ALGORITHM

We are now ready to propose a self-stabilizing search structure maintenance algorithm
(Algorithm 5A4). We present the overall idea about the algorithm, the d ata structure used
by the algorithm, and finally, an informal explanation of the algorithm using an example.

4.1

Specification of the Binary Search Tree Problem

The tree produced by Algorithm S M must satisfy the following conditions:
S pecification 4.1
[L]

For every processor p in the binary tree, the values of all the keys in the left subtree of

p are smaller or equal to that of p.
[R]

For every processor p in the binary tree, the

values of allthe keys

in the right subtree

of p are larger or equal to that of p.
[V]

The output sequence of key values o f the binary search tree is a permutation of the

input sequence of key values of the binary tree.
We also want the search structure maintenance algorithm to be self-stabilizing.

4.2

Search Structure Maintenance Algorithm

The goal of this algorithm is to create two distinct sets of key values at each processor,
one in each of its left and right subtrees, such th at all the key values in the left subtree are
smaller or equal to that in its right subtree.

In

other words.Algorithm S M will satisfy

Conditions [L] and [R] of Specification 4.1. We call this algorithm the search structure
8
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maintenance algorithm rather than the binary search tree maintenance algorithm because
it does not satisfy Condition [V] of the specification of the BST problem. The algorithm
starts from the ro o t and follows the processors top-down in the tree, creating the above
two sets at every processor along the way. The processors execute the following repeatedly:

Execute Range Evaluation Test:
• All key values within range: Do nothing.
• Some key values out of range: Execute Swap Cycle to swap the largest key in
the left subtree with the smallest key value in the right subtree.

R a n g e E v a lu a tio n T est.

Every processor p keeps track of the range of key values in

both its left and right subtrees using two variables, called MinMax Values. MiUp contains
the smallest key value in p's subtree: similarly, Maxp contains the largest key value in p's
subtree.
The first action executed by any given processor is to determine if all the MinMax values
of its two subtrees are valid. We refer to this action as the Range Evaluation Test. The
MinMax values in p's subtree are said to be within a valid range if M inp^ > Kp > M a xi^\
that is. the smallest key value in p ’s right subtree is larger or equal to p's own key value
which in turn is also larger or equal to the largest key value p's left subtree. If the above
inequality does not hold, p is said to fail the Range Evaluation Test, and at that point, p
may initiate a Swap Cycle.

Sw ap C ycle.

The objective of the Swap cycle is to swap the key values of two processors,

one in each subtree of an enabled processor p, such that the largest value in p’s left subtree
is moved to p's right subtree, and the smallest key value in p ’s right subtree is moved to its
left subtree. Processor p must meet the following two conditions to initiate a swap cycle:
(i) p has failed the range evaluation test and (ii) p is temporarily stable. If p meets both the
above conditions, then p is said to be an initiator, denoted as i n i t .
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10

Definition 4.2.1 (Temporarily Stable) A processor is called temporarily stable if it is
in a Clean state and its parent is permanently stable. Note that since the root is the only
processor without a parent, it will be temporarily stable if it is in Clean state.

Definition 4.2.2 (Perm anently Stable) A processor is called permanently stable if it
is temporarily stable and does not fail the range evaluation test in any future configuration.
As mentioned before, the algorithm works normally top down starting at the ro o t,
since it is the only processor which can become temporarily stable regardless of the parent’s
status. When a temporarily stable processor p fails the range evaluation test, it becomes
an i n i t and can initiate a swap cycle. After the Swap cycle terminates, p executes the
range evaluation test again and initiates another swap cycle if the test fails again. This
cycle is repeated until the test’s inequality holds for p. Next, p becomes permanently stable
which allows its children to become temporarily stable, and. therefore, to become i n i t . if
necessary.
The swap cycle is implemented by using a slightly modified PFC scheme. The broadcast
and feedback phases used to describe the PFC scheme are altered in the swap cycle and
are called the Search and Response phases, respectively. The purpose of these two phases
is not to get all processors of the tree involved as in the PFC scheme, but only to reach
the two processors (one on each side of the i n i t ’s subtrees) and then carry the information
back to the i n i t . In initiating the Swap cycle, i n i t first copies
some processor pj in its left subtree) and

(the key value of

(the key value of some processor pk in its

right subtree) into two temporary variables. These values are then sent down the tree in the
Search phase until they reach pj and pk on two sides of i n i t ’s tree. The Search phase uses
the MinMax variables to trace the path towards the two processors pj and pk, setting its
status to alert only its child processor holding the desired key value in its MinMax variables.
When processor pj (pt), holding value

as its key value, is found, it uses

the information sent in the Search phase to replace its key value with p t ’s (pj’s) key value
and updates its MinMax values to reflect the changes. Next, pj (p&) initiates the Response
phase. At each step of the Response phase, the enabled processors update their MinMax
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values based on the information received from their children and notify their parent. Upon
receiving the Response phase, i n i t updates its MinMax values and terminates the Swap
cycle. In the meantime, both pj and pk initiate the clean phase of the algorithm as described
in Chapter 3. All MinMax values in i n i t 's subtree are now up-to-date.
The key values may not be unique in the tree. The Search phase may reach a processor
q where both M a x ^ and Maxp^ (resp. M i n ^ and M ina^) of a processor are equal to
(resp.

Since we want to swap only one key value per subtree, the

algorithm chooses the left path and ignores the right path of the i n i t ’s tree.

4.2.1

Data Structure

We have already discussed the variables (of every processor p) Kp, Pp, Lp. Rp, MaXp.
and MiUp. Variable Mp records the status of p involved in a swap cycle; permanently
stable (iV). an initiator (/), clean (C), involved in a Search phase with its left child (SL).
its right child {SR). or involved in a Response phase (R). Note that the special processor
ro o t does not have the states S L . S R , and R. and the leaf processors do not have /.
SL , and SR . Variables Fp and Tp are used to hold (temporarily)

and M axi,^,^.

respectively, during the swap cycle. The self-stabilizing binary search tree maintenance
algorithm (Algorithm 5A1) is shown in Algorithm 4.2.1.

4.3

An Example of Algorithm S M

We consider the case of an initiator which fails the range evaluation test and then
executes a Swap cycle. This is explained using Figure 4.3.1. Processor b is the initiator of
the swap cycle.

Configuration (i) - (ii).

Configuration (i) shows our starting configuration. Proces

sor a is permanently stable, meaning th at the property M axia ^ Ka < M inp^ holds.
Since processor c is a leaf processor and its parent is permanently stable, c is perma
nently stable. Processor

6

executes Action S A i, since it is temporarily stable (Predicate

P o tentialJm ttator{p)), and it fails the range evaluation test (Predicate GoodJtange{p)).
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A lg o rith m 4.2.1 Algorithm S M
V ariables:
Kp, M iiip, MaXp, Tp, Fp e Z
Pp € iVp for p # ro o t, Pp = J. for p = ro o t
Lp, Rp € iV p U {l}: Mp e [ N , l , C , S L , S R , R )
A ctio n s

SAi
SA2

P o te n tia lJ n itia to r { p ) A -'G oodJlange{p)
P o te n lia lJ n ilia to r (p ) A G oodJtange{p)
S e n d in g J ’arent(p)
A ck.C h ild ren (p )
{E rror C o rrectio n }
-'C orrect J lfin M a x (p )
T r a n s ie n t^ la tu 3 (p )

SA3

SAg
SAi
SAfi

P red icates:
P o te n tia lJ nitiator(p)
G oodJiange(p)
Sending J ’arentip)
Ack.C hildren{p)
C orrect.M inM ax[p)
T ra n sien t.S ta tu s[p )

Tem p.Stable{p)
C lean.C hildren(p)
C orrecl.Subtrees(p)
C o rrect.Le ft{p )
C orrect.R ight(p)

S In itia ie p

Mp := N
SF orw ardp
SA ckp
Up d a te.M i n M a X p
Mp := C

T em p.Stable[p) A C o rre ct.M in M a x (p ) A C lea n .C h ild ren {p )
C o rrect.S u b trees(p ) A C o rre c t.L e ft(p ) A C o rrect.R ig h t{p )
( Mp = C ) A ({Mp„ = /) V ((Mpp = S L ) A (Lpp = p))V
( ( ‘Wpp = SR ) A (Rp, = p)))
((Mp = /) A (Vd 6 CHp , Md = R))V
((Mp = S£,) A (Mi.^ = R)) V ((Mp = S R ) A (M « , = R))
(M i«p = m i n ( [ M i n d :: d 6 CWp} U {Ap}))V
(MaXp = m a x ( { M a x d :: d € C/fp} U {Kp}))
((Mp = R) A (Mp, 6 {R .C })) V ((Mp 6 { /. iV}) A (M p, # iV))v
((Mp 6 {S L ,5 R }) A (Mp, i { I ,S L ,S R ) ) ) V
((Mp = N ) A -'(C o rre c t.M in M a x ip ) A G ood.Range(p)))
( Mp = C) A ((Pp # ! ) = > (M p, = iV))
(V d € C R p ,M j = C)
((Lp ^ 1 ) A (Rp # 1 )) => (M in a , > M a x t,)
(Lp / ± ) => (C orrect.Subtreea(p) => (M a rt,, < Kp))
(Rp ^ X) => (C orrect.Subtrees(p) => (M in a , > ft'p))

M acros:
S In itia te p

=

i f -'C o rrect.S u b trees(p )
th e n (Tp,Fp) := (M ozz.,, M in a ,
if -^Correct J^eft(p)
th e n (Tp,Fp) := (MaxLp,Kp)-,Kp := M a x i,,:
e ls e (Tp,Fp) := (K p ,M in a,);K p := M in a ,;

!

Mp := /;
SForwardn

=

SAcAtd =

( Tp, Fp) := ( T p ,,P p ,) ;

i f (M p, = / ) A (Rp, = p) th e n (Tp.Fp) := (Fp,Tp);
i f Tp = K p
t h e n Kp ;= Fp\M p := R \U pdate.M inM aX p\
if (Lp # X) A (Tp 6 { M i n t ,,M a ii ,,} )
t h e n Mp := 5L;
e ls e {
f If (Rp # X) A (Tp 6 { M in a ,,M a x a ,} )
e ls e < th e n Mp := SR;
( e ls e Mp := R; Update J / f in M ax p;
i f Mp = / th e n Mp := C; e lse Mp := R;

U pdate.M in M oxp ;
U pdat eJdi n Ma Xp

=

M inp := m i n ( { M i n d :: d 6 C /fp} U {Kp});
MaXp := m a x ( { Ma X d :: d 6 CKp} U {Kp});
i f Mp = :V th e n Mp := C;
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Figure 4.3.1: Execution of a Swap Cycle.
Processor 6 , the initiator i n i t , initiates a swap cycle (Macro SInitiatep) by copying its
M a xi^ and MiuR^ into 7& and

Configuration (iii).

respectively, and setting its status to /.

Processors d and e receive the S-Broadcast. Because d holds the

key value we are searching for in 6 ’s left subtree (Predicate SForward), it executes Action
S A 3. Processor d first copies the values of

and Ft into its own variables, then copies Fd

into its key variable Kd and initiates the Response phase after updating its MinMax values
to reflect the changes (Macro SForwardp). On the other hand, since e is the right child of
the initiator b, and it does not hold the key value we are searching for in the right subtree
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(Predicate S Forward(p)), it executes Action 5Aa. Processor e first copies the values of
Tb and Fb into its own variables and must also switch the two values in order for the the
Search phase to find for the correct value down the right subtree. Next, e forwards the
Search phase to its children using Macro SForwardp.

C o n fig u ratio n s (iv).

Processor / receives the Search phase; because g does not hold any

of the MinMax values we are searching for, it ignored its parent’s request. Since / holds
the key value we are searching for in 6 ’s right subtree (Predicate SForw ard), it executes
Action S A 3. Processor / first copies the values of Te and Fg into its own variables; then it
copies value Fj into its key variable K f and initiates the Response phase after updating its
MinMax values to reflect the changes (Macro SForwardp).

C o n fig u ra tio n s (v) - (v ii).

Upon receipt of the Response from both its children

(Predicate Ack.Children{p)). e executes Macro SAckp to join the Response phase and
updates its MinMax values (Action SC4). Processor

6

then executes Action 5A 4 in Config

uration (vi) to sets its status to clean (Macro Ack.Children{p)). In the meantime, every
processor in its subtree executes Action 5Ae to reset its status from response back to clean,
and. eventually, the system reaches Configuration (vii) where

6

may initiate another Swap

cycle.

4.4

Correctness of Algorithm S M

We begin the Correctness section by giving a few definitions. We then show that all
MinMax values and processor status’ in the tree are eventually corrected. Once this has
been established, the tree is in a normal configuration, and we show that Algorithm S M
halts in a finite amount of time.
L em m a 4.1 Starting from an arbitrary configuration, the MinMax values of the given bi
nary tree are corrected in at most h rounds.
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P ro o f. Starting at the leaf processors, the MinMax values are corrected in 1 round
(Action 5As). Using induction on the height of the tree, all processors in the tree will have
corrected MinMax values in at most h rounds.

□

L e m m a 4.2 Assume all MinMax values are correct in the tree. Let a processor p be in a
clean state, let Pp be permanently stable and assume the range evaluation test fails. Proces
sor p initiates a Swap cycle in at most 3 rounds.
P ro o f. Before p can initiate a Swap cycle, both Lp and Rp must also be in a clean state.
We break our proof into three cases. W ithout loss of generality we only consider processor
Lp and refer to that processor as processor I in the proof.
There are three cases:
Ca.se 1 :

Assume that Mi = C.

This case is trivial.
Case 2 :

Assume that A/; 6 [ N .I .S L .S R ] .

Using Action S A q, M i is reset to C in one round.
Case 3 :

Assume that A/; = R.

Before A/; can be reset to C, its children must either be in a clean state or a response
state. Without loss of generality, we only consider processor Lf.
i. Assume that A/^, = R or C. This case is trivial.
ii.

Assume that A®, € { N ,1 ,S L ,S R } . Using Action SAe, M l , is reset to C

in one round.
In the three cases. A// is reset to C in at most 2 rounds. Therefore. Mp is set to / in at
most 3 rounds and begins executing a Swap cycle.

□

P r o p e r ty 4.4.1 Each Swap cycle has a cost of at most 2h rounds.
P ro o f. An initiator i n i t initiates the Swap cycle by setting Cinit = /

In at most

h rounds, the Search phase either finds the given processor in either side of I's subtree or
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reaches the leaf processors of that subtree. The Response phase is then initiated, reaches
i n i t in at most h rounds, and is terminated once Cinit is reset to C. therefore the total
cost of one Swap cycle to at most 2h rounds.

□

P r o p e r ty 4.4.2 Assume all MinMax values are correct in the tree. Let m axi and m ini
be the correct MinMax values Maxi,^^^ and

respectively o f a given initiator i n i t

before that initiator executes a Swap cycle. Let m ax2 and m in^ he the correct MinMax
values Mazy:,,,,; and Mmy,,,,, respectively of initiator i n i t after the termination of the
Swap cycle.
TW I
Ï ’" “ 7
( m ini < mino
L em m a 4.3 Starting from an arbitrary configuration where all MinMax values are correct
in the tree, ro o t eventually becomes permanently stable.
P ro o f. In oder to be permanently stable, ro o t must meet the following requirements:
A/root = N and A/aiy,,,,, < AVoot < M m /j„„. We break our proof into three cases:
Case 1 :

Assume that M^oot = N.

If A /az[;„; < A'root < M inR „„ then ro o t is permanently stable. Otherwise, by
Action 5Ag, A/root is reset to C.
Case 2 :

Assume that A/root = C.

If M a z i„ „ < Aroot <
stable.

then A/mot is reset to N and ro o t is permanently

Otherwise, by Lemma 4.2, A/root eventually is set to / and ro o t begins

executing a Swap cycle.
Case 3 :

Assume that A/„ot = I-

Root has initiated a Swap cycle. By Property 4.4.1, the Swap cycle will terminated
in at most 2h rounds and A/mot eventually is reset to C.
By Property 4.4.2, with each Swap cycle executed the values of the key variables in r o o t’s
left subtree consistently decrease while the key variables in r o o t ’s right subtree consistently
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increase. Since both sets of key variables are finite, eventually after the completion of a Swap
cycle,

and A/root is reset to N making ro o t permanently

< A'root <

O

stable.

L e m m a 4.4 Assume all MinMax values are correct in the tree. Stariing from a configura
tion where ro o t is permanently stable, all processors in the tree eventually become perma
nently stable.
P ro o f. Starting with r o o t ’s children and, using induction on the height of the three,
for every processor p whose parent is permanently stable, the proof follows from Lemma
4.3. We note that if Cp is equal to either SL , S R or R. those states are reset to C using
Action SAe.

□

From Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 follows:
T h e o re m 4.4.1 Starting from an arbitrary configuration, all processors in the given binary
tree eventually become permanently stable and so form a binary search tree.

4.5

Complexity of Algorithm S M

We first establish the maximum number of swap cycles each initiator i n i t can execute.
We first establish the result for the ro o t. Let us define a correct Swap cycle as a swap cycle
where Tinn and Finit is equal to Afazy,,,,, and A/in/j,,,;, respectively. We show that the
ro o t starts executing such cycles in at most 3h rounds.
L em m a 4.5 The ro o t begins executing its first correct swap cycle in at most 3h rounds.
P ro o f. By Lemma 4.1, all MinMax values in the tree are correct in at most h rounds.
Starting from such a configuration,if A/root is arbitrarily set to I, the ro o t begins executing
a swap cycle without guaranteeing that Tmot and Fmot have been setto the newly corrected
MinMax values. By Property 4.4.1, each swap cycle has a cost of at most 2h rounds, the
ro o t must begin executing its first correct swap cycle in at most 3/i rounds.

L em m a 4.6 Every initiator i n i t can execute at most f correct swap cycles.
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P ro o f. It can be easily observed that the worst case of any initiator is to swap every
key value from one side of its subtree to the other side of the subtree where the the two
sides of the subtree have the same height. The total number of swap cycles in this type of
subtree is equal to the minimum number of processors in either the left or the right subtree.
Hence, the result follows.

□

L em m a 4.7 The ro o t will be permanently stable in at most 3h + 2 /i( |) rounds.
P ro o f. Follows from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, and Property 4.4.1.

□

Note that the cost of 3/i rounds of the ro o t to reach the first correct swap cycle will not
be accrued by all other processors since once the ro o t is permanently stable, its children
are automatically temporarily stable and hence, can begin executing the correct swap cycles
immediately.
T h e o re m 4.5.1 The binary tree will be stabilized in 0{h n ) rounds.
P ro o f. Follows from Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 by induction on the height of the tree.
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□

CHAPTER 5

BINARY SEARCH TREE MAINTENANCE ALGORITHM

Algorithm S M presented in Chapter 4 may still produce an incorrect binary search tree
based on the input key values if some keys get corrupted.

In this case, the algorithm

will deliver an output sequence containing the corrupted input values. In other words.
Algorithm S M does not satisfy Property [V] of Specification 4.1. We present a solution to
this problem in this section. Algorithm B S T presented in this section is an extension of
Algorithm S M in that it satisfies Property [V] of Specification 4.1. and. hence, solves the
BST problem.
First, we remove the silence property [DGS96] of Algorithm iSAI by running the algo
rithm repeatedly. Everytime we restart the search tree maintenance process, we reset the
processors. Here, resetting means to initialize the key values to the input values. So. in case
the keys were corrupted earlier, the next run of the algorithm will create the proper output
which will be a permutation of the input sequence. So, we need to use a reset mechanism.
Also, to be able to start the reset phase at the right time, we need to use a termination
detection scheme. Both the termination detection and reset schemes are implemented using
the PFC scheme. The Termination Detection Scheme (TDS) is initiated and terminated
at the ro o t. It returns True if all processors in the tree have finished swapping and the
tree is a binary search tree. Otherwise, TDS returns False. When TDS returns T rue, the
Reset Scheme (RS) is initiated. Starting from the ro o t, RS copies each of the processor's
key value to the output environment if the output value is not equal to the key value and
copies the input environment’s new value into the processors' key variable.

19
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5.1

Termination Detection Scheme (TDS)

TDS runs in parallel with Algorithm .SvH and mutually exclusively with RS. TDS is
presented In Algorithm 5.1.1. The ro o t Initiates a broadcast phase when RS has terminated
(Predicate Term inated) and the ro o t is permanently stable and has correct MinMax values
(Predicate Ready J n itia te ). All processors must be in the clean state C before taking part
in the broadcast phase. At each step, the internal processors join TDS {Macro TBroadcast)
and forward the broadcast to their children. The leaf processors are the first to decide (done
in the feedback phase) if they are ready to terminate by executing Macro T erm inate. They
terminate if they are permanently stable and their MinMax values are correct. A non-leaf
processor decides the term ination in the feedback phase. It terminates only if all its children
have terminated and they are also ready to terminate (Action T A 4). When the children of
the ro o t terminate, the ro o t also terminates. At that point, we consider that Algorithm
S M is no longer running, and we may reset the system (Macro Term inate). If during
the feedback phase, a processor p is not permanently stable, has incorrect MinMax values,
or receives a D ent-T erm inate message from one of its children, then p executes Macro
D ont-Term inate. meaning that It is not ready to be reset, and the value of D ontSTerminate
eventually reaches the ro o t. In this situation, the system is not reset and the ro o t initiates
a new TDS.

5.2

Reset Scheme (RS)

The RS runs in a mutually exclusive fashion to both the TDS and the Algorithm 5A1.
The RS is presented in Algorithm 5.2.1. The actions notation of the PFC scheme remains
intact as shown [BDPV99]; only the needed predicates have been added as needed. Starting
at the ro o t, the wave initiates once the TDS has terminated (Predicate Term inated).
meaning that both itself and Algorithm S M are inactive. All processors must be in the
clean state C before taking part in the broadcast part of the scheme. Upon receiving
the broadcast, each processor joins the RS (Macro TBroadcast) and updates the output
environment’s key value (OKp) if that value is not. equal to that, of the processors and
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A lg o rith m 5.1.1 Termination Detection Wave
V ariables:
Wp 6

Sp e { B ,F ,C } ; TD p 6 {True, Foise}

A ctio n s:
TAi

::

TA.

::

{ R o o t O n ly}
R ea d y .T fn ilia te (p )
R oot.R eady.T C lean(p)

{O th er P ro cesso rs}
R ea d y .T Broadcast(p)
R ea d y.T Feedback(p)
Ready.Clean{p)

TA,
TA,

TAi

P r ed ica tes:
Ready J " I nitiate(p)
R(X)t.Ready jrC le a n (p )
N eighbors.T erm in a ted (p )
R ea d y .T Broadcast(p)
R ea d y .T Feedback(p)
R eady.Clean{p)
T erm inatedip]
P erm .Stable{p)
In.T C ycle{p)
C h ild ren JT erm inated{p)

T In itia te p
Sp ;= C.
if N eighbors.T erm inated{p)
th e n T e rm in a tep ,
e ls e D o n tJre rm in a tea ,
T Broadcastp-,
TFeedbackp-,
Sp := C;

5p = C A (Vq 6 Np :: 5 , = C) A -.Term .tnated(p) A P erm .Stable(p)
Sp = B A (Vq 6 Np :: S , = F ) A In S C y c le { p )
(Vq € Np ::T D q = True]
Sp = C A S p , = B A { id € C Hp :: S j = C ) A ln J 'C y d e { P p )
In J 'C y c le [P p ) A S p , = B A { id € CHp :: Ss = F)
(Sp = F A Sp, € { F ,C } ) V Sp = B A Sp, 6 {F.cjv
Sp = F A ( V q € :V p ::S , 6 { F ,C } )
T D p = T rue
Mp = N A G ood.Range(p)
Wp = T
{ id 6 C H p ::T D d = T ru e)

M acros:
T In itia te p
T erm in a tep
D o n tJ 'e rm in a te p
T Broadcastp
T Feedbackp

=
=
=
=
=

J o in J C y c le p

=

Sp := B, JoinJTC yclep;
TD p := T ru e
TD p := F alse
Sp := B, J o in J 'C y c U p
if In J 'C y c ie (p ) A Sp = B
Sp := F,
if C h ild re n J 'e rm in a te d { p ) A P erm .Stable(p)
th en
th e n Term inatep-,
e ls e D o n t J ’erm inatep;
Sp := F ,J o in J C y c le p ,
if P erm .Stable(p)
e lse if Sp = C A {Lp = Rp = ± ]
th e n Terminatep-,
e ls e D o n t.Terminatep-,
Wp-.= T
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copies the input environment’s value (IKp) into its key variable (Macro Reset.Values).
Upon reaching the leaf processors, the feedback scheme is initiated and is terminated once
the ro o t has received it. At each step of the feedback scheme, the MinMax values are
updated to reflect the new values in the tree; therefore, once the ro o t is reached all the
MinMax values in the tree are up to date. Before terminating the wave, the ro o t executes
Macro Dont t e r m in a te enabling both the TS and Algorithm S M .

A lg o rith m 5.2.1 Reset Wave
V ariables:
O K p, IK p 6 Z
A ction s:
RAi
RA-i
RA,
RA,
RA,

::

(R o o t O n ly}
R ea d y .R ln itia te (p )
R o o tJ îe a d y J îC le a n (p )
(O th er P ro cesso rs}
Ready JiB ro a d ca st{p )
Ready JlF eedback(p]
Ready.CleaUp

P red ica tes:
R ea d y.R ln itia te (p )
R o o tJlea d y J iC lea n (p )
R eady JiB Toadcast(p)
Ready JiF eedback(p)
In J iC y c le (p )

=
=
=
=
=

—>
—>

Rlnitiatep-,
T e rm in a te .R ese tp

—>
—>
—>

RBroadcastp
RFeedbackp
Sp := C:

Sp = C A (Vq 6 Np :: S , = C) A Term inated{p)
Sp = B A (Vq 6 Np :: S , = F ) A In J iC y c le (p )
Sp = C A S p , = B A (id Ç C H p Sd = C) A In J iC y c le (P p )
Sp, = B A In J iC y c le (P p ) A (id € C Hp :: Sd = F)
Wp = R

M acros:
R ln itia te p
T e rm in a te Jieaetp
RBroadcastp
RFeedbackp

=
=
=
=

R eset.V a lu esp
J o in J iC y cle p

=
=

Sp := B, R eset.V a lu esp , J o in J iC y c le p
Sp := C, D o n tJ 'e rm in a te p , Update J/iinM axp-,
Sp := B, R eset.V a lu esp , Jo in JiC yclep ;
if /n J iC y c le (p ) A S , = B
th e n Sp := F, Update J /tin M a X p ;
e ls e if Sp = C A (Lp = Bp = 1 )
th e n Sp := F, R eset.V a lu esp , Update Jfin M c tX p ;
if O Kp 5^ Kp A ls J S N (p ) th e n O K p := Kp;
Wp~R

5.3

Algorithm B S T

Minor changes must also be made to Algorithm S M in order to incorporate the Termina
tion Detection Scheme and Reset Scheme, in Algorithm 5.3.1, only Action 5A i is modified
in order to have the algorithm execute only when the Termination Detection Scheme is
active (Predicate In T C y rlp ). We name the resulting algorithm Algorithm B S T .
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A lg o rith m 5.3.1 Algorithm B S T _________________________________________________
Actions;
S /ti

::

P o te n tia lJ n itia to r (p )A -> G o o d J la n g e (p )A ln J C y c le (p )

5.4

—y

S In itia te p

Correctness of Algorithm B S T

We first show that starting from any arbitrary configuration where the ro o t is executing
the TDS, we are guaranteed to start executing the RS In a finite amount of time. We then
show that starting from any arbitrary configuration where the ro o t Is executing the RS.
we are guaranteed to start executing the TDS in a finite amount of time.
L em m a 5.1 Assume the ro o t is in a clean state. If the ro o t starts the TDS. the scheme
will return a value of True to the ro o t only when Algorithm B S T has terminated.
P ro o f.

By the properties of the PFC scheme, since the ro o t is clean, both of its

children become clean and the broadcast phase of the PFC begins executing. All internal
processors forward the broadcast wave to their children until the leaf processors are reached.
In initiating the feedback phase, each leaf processor evaluates whether or not It is stable
and has correct MinMax values. The leaf processors then forward the feedback wave and
their response to their parent. Upon receiving the feedback wave, each internal processor
evaluates whether or not it is stable, has correct MinMax values, and has received a value
True from both its children.

If the given internal processor returns T rue to all three

conditions, it itself forwards True to its parent. On the other hand, if the given processor
returns False to one of more of the conditions, it itself forwards False to its parent.
The feedback wave eventually reaches the ro o t which also evaluates the above conditions.
By Theorem 4.4.1, Algorithm B S T eventually terminates and so all processors eventually
become stable and have correct MinMax values. Therefore, the TDS eventually returns
True.

□

L em m a 5.2 Assume the ro o t is in a clean state. I f the r o o t executes the RS, the scheme
will reach all leaf processors and reset the system in one cycle.
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P ro o f. By the properties of the PFC scheme, since the ro o t is clean, both of its children
become clean and the broadcast phase of the PFC begins executing. At each processor in
the tree, the key value held by that processor is reset and the broadcast is forwarded to
the leaf processors. Once the leaf processors receive the broadcast wave, each resets its key
value and initiates the feedback phase which is guaranteed to reach the ro o t. Once the
feedback wave reaches to the ro o t, the RS is terminated and the ro o t becomes clean again.

□
L em m a 5.3 Starting from a arbitrary state where it is enabled at the ro o t, the TDS even
tually returns True and the RS is then enabled.
P ro o f. By the specification of PFC, Sroot can only be either B or C. There are two
cases:
Case 1 :

Assume that Sroot = C.

If TDroot = True, the TDS has just terminated and the RS begins executing.
If TDroot = False, by the properties of the PFC scheme, the ro o t now begins exe
cuting a new TDS and that cycle Is guaranteed to reach all the leaf processors in the
tree and return another T D value of True or False to the ro o t. If that value is True.
the Reset scheme begins executing. By Lemma 5.1, the TDS eventually returns True
and therefore, the RS eventually begins executing.
Case 2 :

Assume that Sroot = B-

By the properties of the PFC scheme, the TDS is guaranteed to return a T D value
of True or False to the ro o t. If that value is True, the RS begins executing. By
Lemma 5.1, the TDS eventually returns True since Algorithm B S T terminates in a
finite amount of time. Therefore, RS eventually begins executing.

L e m m a 5.4 Starting from an arbitrary state where it is enabled at the ro o t, the R S even
tually terminates and the TDS is then enabled.
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P ro o f. By the specification of PFC, Sroot can only be either B or C. There are two
cases;
Case 1 :

Assume that Sroot = C. If TDroot = False, the Reset scheme has just

terminated and the TDS begins executing.
If TDroot = True, by Lemma 5.2, the ro o t now begins executing a new RS and
that cycle is guaranteed to reach all leaf processors and return to the ro o t where the
variable T D ’s value is changed to False and the TDS begins executing.
Case 2 : Sroot = B.
By the properties of the PFC scheme. The RS is guaranteed to return to the ro o t
where the variable T D ’s value is changed to False and the TDS begins executing.

P r o p e r ty 5.4.1 At any arbitrary state either the RS or the TDS is enabled at the ro o t.
T h e o re m 5.4.1 The output sequence resulting from the improved binary search tree main
tenance algorithm is a permutation of the input sequence of the given binary tree once the
second TDS has terminated.
P ro o f. We begin with an arbitrary configuration. By Property 5.4.1, the ro o t must
either have the RS or the TDS enabled. We break our proof into two cases.
Case 1 :

The RS is enabled at the ro o t.

By Lemma 5.4, we are guaranteed that the RS will eventually terminate and the TDS
will then be enabled. However, we are not guaranteed that the RS fully executed and
so, th at the key values in the tree are not corrupted. The first execution of the TDS
executes and by Lemma 5.1, returns T rue only once a correct binary search tree has
been produced by Algorithm B S T . Since the values in the tree are not guaranteed to
be correct based on the input environment’s values, we cannot yet state the output
sequence is in fact a perm utation of the input sequence.
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The ro o t now executes a new RS. By Lemma 5.2, the tree will now be reset and
will receive a sequence of new key values from the input environment. The TDS then
begins executing and by Lemma 5.1, returns True only once a correct binary search
tree has been produced by Algorithm B S T . Since both the RS and TDS have now
fully executed, we are assured that the output sequence is in fact a permutation of
the input sequence.
Case 2 :

The TDS is enabled at the ro o t.

By Lemma 5.3. we are guaranteed that the TDS will eventually terminate and the RS
will then be enabled. However, we are not guaranteed that the TDS fully executed
and so, that the resulting tree is a binary search tree. The ro o t now executes a RS. By
Lemma 5.2, the tree will now be reset and will receive a sequence of new key values
from the input environment. The TDS then begins executing and by Lemma 5.1.
returns True only once a correct binary search tree has been produced by Algorithm
B S T . Since both the RS and TDS have now fully executed, we are assured that the
output sequence is in fact a permutation of the input sequence.

5.5

Complexity of Algorithm B S T

In this section, we give an informal explanation of the complexity results for BST fol
lowed by a proof of complexity. Because both the TDS and the RS are both PFC schemes,
we can state that the cost of each of their cycle is 2h. By Lemma 4.5.1, the given binary
tree will stabilize to a binary search tree in at most 0{hn) rounds. Since Algorithm B S T
and the Termination Detection scheme execute concurrently, the only cost added by the
Termination Detection scheme is the final cycle it executes once Algorithm B S T terminates
which returns True. We now can state the following:
P r o p e rty 5.5.1 The TDS will return True in at most 0{hn) -f 2h rounds.
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We are now ready to give the proof of complexity for the improved binary search tree
algorithms.
T h e o re m 5.5.1 The given binary tree will stabilize in 0 {h n ) rounds.
P ro o f. By Theorem 5.4.1, the binary tree will stabilized once the second TDS has
term inated. Starting at any arbitrary configuration, ro o t is either executing the TDS or
the RS. We break our proof in two cases:
Case 1 :

The TDS is enabled at the ro o t.

The ro o t executes as follows: First the TDS executes, followed by the RS. and finally
the second TDS.
We thus have the following cost: {0{hn) + 2h) + (2/i)
Case 2 :

-I-

(0{hn) + 2h) = 0{hn)

The RS is enabled at the ro o t.

The ro o t executes as follows: The first RS executes, the first TDS then executes,
followed by the RS. and finally the second TDS.
We thus have the following cost: (2/i) 4- (0{hn) + 2h) + (2/i) + (0(hn) + 2h) = 0 {h n )
Therefore, the given binary tree will stabilize in 0 {hn) rounds.
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□

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, we presented a self-stabilizing binary search tree maintenance algorithm on
binary tree structures. Our final algorithm (Algorithm B S T ) is the culmination of three
algorithms: a search structure maintenance algorithm, a termination detection algorithm,
and a reset algorithm.
We first introduced the search structure maintenace algorithm, called Algorithm S M .
to transform given a binary tree containing non-unique key values into a binary search tree
and showed that its stabilization time is 0 {h n ). Because Algorithm 5A1 does not meet
the validity specification which states that the set of integers eventually sent to the output
environment is a permutation of the integers received from the input environment, we then
presented a termination detection scheme and a reset scheme. Both algorithms utilize the
PFC paradigm. We finally showed that the added algorithms did not increase the cost
of Algorithm B S T . and so our final binary search tree maintance algorithm stabilized in
0 {hn) time units.
The algorithm discussed in this thesis is the first self-stabilizing binary search tree
maintenance algorithm on binary tree structures. So. this work hopefully will lead to similar
research in other search structures. The worst time needed by the proposed algorithm to
build a binary search tree from an arbitrary binary tree structure is 2hn rounds. This
compares very well with the corresponding sequential algorithm: Given an input sequence
of n integers, it would take 4/in steps (in the worst case) to build a binary search tree.
We are currently working on further improvement of the time complexity (less than 2hn
rounds) by increasing the degree of concurrency.
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